ABOUT THE REPORT
As the heart of SM, SM Foundation carries on the legacy of “Tatang” Henry Sy, Sr. so that generations to come may be touched by his values and generosity of spirit. Carrying on the Legacy serves as SM Foundation’s 2019 Annual Report covering the period of January to December 2019. This report has been prepared in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards: Core Option. It has also received GRI Materiality Disclosures Service in 2018 and following the stockholder survey, the GRI materiality remains valid.
VISION
A Philippines where everyone has the opportunity for self-improvement and the environment is sustained for future generations

MISSION
We will make targeted social investments in education, healthcare, livelihood and shelter to help underserved Filipinos improve their lives; and we will promote initiatives to protect and enhance the Philippines’ unique and diverse ecological heritage. We will do this by working directly with communities to give them the assistance they require, by leveraging our corporate assets to secure resources and build awareness and by engaging with strong partners to create programs that promote a cycle of positive change.

VALUES
MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Every year, we support our communities in realizing a better quality of life. We help provide equal access to education, quality healthcare, food security, shelter and programs that promote social inclusivity.

In 2019, we achieved several milestones through our initiatives.

Our scholarship and school building programs continued to enable our youth in achieving their dreams through access to education.

- We donated our 100th school building with fully furnished classrooms
- We awarded 3,128 scholarship grants. To date, we have helped 8,576 scholars.

We continued to renovate health centers for our communities to gain access to quality public healthcare. Meanwhile, our medical and diagnostic missions addressed their immediate medical concerns.

- We refurbished our 160th wellness center, the Butuan Medical Center, upgrading its pediatric and geriatric wards. It also has a new reception area, nurses’ station, lounge with sofas, hospital beds and sheets, a play area for children and comfort stations for children and the elderly.

We pressed on in bringing back the country’s love for farming in keeping with the goal of attaining food security. Through our Farmers’ Training program, families are able to grow nutritious food using sustainable farming techniques.
• We conducted our 217th Farmers’ Training. To date, 26,776 farmers grow nutritious food supply for their families. Beyond our program milestones, we treasure the close connection with our communities. We take pride in being a part of their journey and learn from their determination and perseverance amid challenges that come their way.

When “Tatang” Henry Sy Sr. founded SM Foundation, he believed in the virtue of people helping people. This fundamental principle remains at the heart of everything we do.

We demonstrate this virtue through the determination and commitment of our devoted leaders and team members who continuously help communities to achieve their dreams and to realize our vision in SM Foundation.

As the heart of SM, we honor in this report our visionary and founder “Tatang” Henry Sy Sr. and the people whose lives he has touched. We are optimistic that many generations may continue to know the values of “Tatang” as we carry on his legacy of giving.
Impact to Date

OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

WHEREVER SM OPERATES, WE HELP FAMILIES ATTAIN FOOD SECURITY

26,776 Farmers participated in 217 farmers trainings conducted in 3,353 barangays in 883 municipalities and cities

WE HELP COMMUNITIES DELIVER QUALITY HEALTHCARE

over 3.8 Million Total patients served in 169 SM Wellness Centers including 42 Military Health Facilities Renovated 85 Community Health Centers qualified for PhilHealth Accreditation
WE HELP PROVIDE CHILDREN QUALITY EDUCATION BY BUILDING SCHOOL BUILDINGS CONDUCIVE TO LEARNING

16,700 public school students served (on single-shift classes) by 100 school buildings constructed with 334 classrooms, 334 toilets, 18 PWD toilets and ramps, 8 book corners/music hub/clinic, 45 handwashing faucets, 16,700 armchairs including left hand armchairs, 1,336 wall fans, 668 blackboards, 334 teacher’s table/chair, 36 emergency lights, 18 fire alarm bells, 8 overhead water tanks

8,576 Total Scholarship Grants Awarded since inception
3,249 College Scholar-Graduates to date
2,199 Technical-Vocational Graduates to date

WE OPEN DOORS FOR THE YOUTH BY AWARDING SCHOLARSHIP GRANTS

8,576 Total Scholarship Grants Awarded since inception
3,249 College Scholar-Graduates to date
2,199 Technical-Vocational Graduates to date

WE PROMOTE INCLUSIVITY AND ENCOURAGE COMMUNITIES TO EMBRACE DIVERSITY

36,393 participants in the Happy Walk for Down Syndrome and the Angel’s Walk for Autism in 2019
and 2,000 senior citizens participated in the SM Supermalls’ Community Service Program for Senior Citizens since 2015
A Committed Partner of Our Communities

We work closely with our communities to help them achieve their aspirations for a better life. We do this by following the SM Foundation Social Development Framework, an intersection of access to basic social development programs.

True to the core of our founding principle of helping people become self-sufficient, we support the Universal Declaration of Human Rights set by the United Nations.

SM Foundation supports:

- The right to inclusive and equitable education
- The right to universal healthcare
- The right to clean water
- The right to work
- The right to life

Good Governance

Good Governance, Accountability and Transparency are the cornerstones of how we deliver our programs. SM Foundation follows the parent company’s Code of Conduct and governance policies (refer to SM Investments Corporation Annual and Sustainability Reports.)

As a corporate foundation, we align with SM sustainability strategy, the principles and standards of the Philippine Council for NGO Certification (PCNC), The Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), The Department of Education (DepEd), The Department of Health (DOH) and the Department of Agriculture (DA).
A Devoted Family to Our Teammates

We serve as the corporate family to our teammates. We provide a safe environment for all our teammates to grow and find their purpose in their work. Our senior leaders serve as mentors to our young teammates and upcoming leaders for SM Foundation.

We recognize the talents, achievements and contributions of our team members, leading to high job satisfaction. As such, our employees enjoy opportunities for growth and equitable benefits without the need for a formal collective bargaining agreement.

### 26 Employees

- 100% of employees received performance reviews

### Gender

- 31%
- 69%

### 3 New Hires

- 100%

### Age Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>New Hires</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 30</td>
<td></td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 50</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12% Hiring Rate

8% Turnover Rate 2 employee separations
CARRYING ON
“We must do something to help others in society. I am pleased that through SM Foundation, we are able to do many socio-civic projects and support at any one time college scholars in need who come from public schools.”

- TATANG HENRY SY, SR.
THE LASTING LEGACY THAT BEGAN WITH A BIG DREAM

Education Is the Greatest Equalizer

Tatang Henry Sy Sr. believed that education was the greatest equalizer. As one who faced challenges to achieve his dream of completing his college education, he helped young people take the first step towards achieving theirs by providing college scholarship grants in 1993.

Now, we have awarded 1,128 college scholarship grants and have helped over 4,000 scholars to date.

Dream Big, Study Hard, Work Hard

As a man with big dreams, “Tatang” knew the value of education and hard work. Although not limited to a school setting, Tatang continually educated himself in his craft as he devoted countless hours perfecting it. He passed this virtue to the SM Scholars, stressing the need for them to define their goals, while providing Christmas and summer job opportunities, along with the scholarship grants. Moreover, after graduating, scholars were offered jobs in SM.
Health is Wealth

“Tatang” Henry Sy believed that compassion knows no boundaries and that every person deserved the opportunity to have access to quality healthcare.

In 2001, SM Foundation started the “Gamot Para Sa Kapwa” program, a medical mission for families in remote communities or disaster-stricken areas, within the vicinity of SM, that need immediate medical care.

Therapeutic Ambiance and Quality Healthcare

Through “Nanang” Felicidad Sy’s motherly heart, “Tatang” Henry Sy felt for those needing quality healthcare. Apart from quality medical facilities, he found it essential to uplift the minds and spirits of those on the road to wellness.

In 2002, SM Foundation renovated the East Avenue Medical Center - Pediatric Ward, and incorporated the first Felicidad T. Sy Wellness Center.

Now, SM Foundation has renovated its 160th Wellness Center, the Butuan Medical Center.
Donation of First School Building

Tatang believed that every student should have a conducive environment to study and develop their skills to their full potential. However, over crowded classrooms, or the lack of it, in the public school system hinder learning. So, in response to the Department of Education’s appeal in 2002 to the private sector for the donation of classrooms, SM Foundation started the school building program for students to have a space to learn, grow and improve.

A Mall for All

It all started when a young boy with autism got lost in the mall. We soon realized that SM must be equipped for the safety and enjoyment of everyone while they are in our malls. Tatang’s heart had always been for everyone to enjoy experiences and build life memories in SM malls. SM Cares is the expression of this dream, making SM a “Mall for All.”
Bringing Back Our Love For Farming

Long before the issues on food security and the plight of farming as a profession rose to global attention, “Tatang” understood the value of farming to the communities and local economies. Yet, our farmers remain to be one of the most underserved groups in our society. SM Foundation launched the Kabalikat sa Kabuhayan (KSK) program to bring back the love for farming.

Today, his vision has grown to 26,776 farmers trained through 217 farmer’s trainings conducted both in the urban and rural areas to date.

Developing the youth to their full potential

With the fast-paced growth in industries, there remained a gap in the skills match of graduates and job requirements. “Tatang” knew how important it is for underprivileged families to earn a living immediately and saw that this can be attained within a shorter period of time through technical-vocational courses.

Today, technical-vocational courses have garnered the respect of labor industries, opening opportunities for gainful employment, may it be here or abroad.
Every person is free to dream and aspire for success. We believe that education is the key to help the youth in achieving their dreams and uplifting their family out of poverty. We are committed to helping our youth achieve their dreams by awarding scholarship grants for college education and technical-vocational courses and building fully-furnished school buildings.
“Education transforms lives. With education, I have seen students break out of their shells, rise to leadership and completely reinvent themselves to reach their full potential. Seeing our scholars from whence they’ve come to where they are now, the transformation is incredible.”

— HARLEY T. SY
The Path that Leads to a Promising Journey

“Education is one of the greatest gifts a person can receive—but seeing our scholars succeed and be happy is the greatest gift of all.”

- LINDA ATAYDE

College Scholarship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total College Scholar Graduates</th>
<th>Current College Scholars</th>
<th>New College Scholars</th>
<th>College Graduates with Latin Honors (2010-2019)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,249</td>
<td>1,128</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical Vocational Scholarship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,199</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School Building Programs

- 8 school buildings constructed
- 38 classrooms built
- 1,900 armchairs donated including left handed armchairs
- 16 blackboards donated
- 38 wall fans donated
- 38 wall clocks donated
- 38 washrooms donated
- 8 PWD washrooms donated
- 8 PWD ramps donated
- 152 wall fans donated
- 38 wall clocks donated
- 38 washrooms donated
- 8 PWD washrooms donated
- 8 PWD ramps donated
- 1,900 armchairs donated
- 16 blackboards donated
- 38 wall fans donated
- 38 wall clocks donated
- 38 washrooms donated
- 8 PWD washrooms donated
- 8 PWD ramps donated
A Close Connection with Our Scholars

We are privileged to be part of real-life fairy tales—thousands of youth sharing the same hopes, dreams and inspirations.

**Bringing the Dream Home**
During her first semester in college, Analita Audita worked as a helper to earn enough money for her education. When she became an SM scholar, she stopped working and was able to focus on studying. Now, Analita is about to finish her BS Information Technology at the Mindanao University of Science and Technology in Cagayan de Oro. After graduating, she plans to find a job related to her degree so she can help her family and renovate their home.

**On Wings of Hope and Taking Flight**
After having outstanding grades in his first year at the Asia Pacific College, Edjil Lopez was recommended by the school to be an SM Scholar. Grateful for the help he received, Edjil graduated with honors and now serves the country working as a strike wing pilot for the Armed Forces of the Philippines.

“I think one of the greatest causes for an SM Scholar is to pursue a career, a path, not only for yourself but for the community, for the Filipino people and for our nation.”

**An Assuring Change**
Mark Rodolf Arca was almost unrecognizable when he stepped on stage during SM Foundation’s joint general assembly for its college and tech-voc scholars. It has been seven years since he graduated as an SM Scholar, as summa cum laude and placing 4th in the 2012 CPA Board exam. Now, he is working at SyCip Gorres Velayo & Co. (SGV & Co.) and is holding the position of Director in the Assurance practice.
The Room that Opens Many Doors
The 100th School Building

“Ang Kabataan ang Pag-asang Bayan.”
(The Youth is the Hope of our Nation.)

- Dr. Jose Rizal

While developing countries face the challenges of an aging population, we, in the Philippines, are privileged with the energy of a fresh and young generation. To a child, the classroom is a place of wonder—a place to learn new things. To us, it is the room that opens many doors.

Last October 17, 2019, in partnership with the Manila Southcoast Development Corp. (MSDC), we turned over SM’s 100th school building to the Looc Elementary School in Nasugbu, Batangas.

Wall clocks in every classroom develop the value and discipline of time-management a skill that is essential throughout life.

Each teacher has a space to share new ideas and skills, opening a child’s eyes to a bigger world and developing a child’s love for learning.
All students have their own chairs, their own space to grow.

Wall fans are placed in every classroom to help refresh each student—to bring about inspiration and help them become motivated to study harder.

Panoramic whiteboards serve as the backdrop of life’s lessons. Every day, new things are discovered, learned and realized.

Each student has access to a computer, allowing them to have the whole world within their reach, just one click away.

They also have clean washroom, equipped for PWD to learn proper hygiene habits.

There is a space for students to wash their hands, providing them extra protection from the spread of diseases.
We help our communities enjoy better quality of life by caring for the sick. We help address medical needs through our free medical and diagnostic missions. To help provide access to universal health care, we renovate public health centers and medical facilities to meet PhilHealth accreditation, allowing families to enjoy quality healthcare within their communities.
“Good health is the wellspring of priceless vitality which we hope for every family in our communities to have and enjoy.”

– ELIZABETH T. SY
The Touch of Genuine Care

SM Wellness Centers
We help serve and provide quality healthcare to dedicated sectors such as children, the elderly, terminally ill, soldiers and persons with disabilities.

“There is nothing more important to us than to see our communities enjoy life and be happy, which starts with having good health.”

- CONNIE ANGELES

604,800
Total Patients served by SM Wellness Centers in 2019

13
SM Wellness Centers

3
Community Health Centers

4
Government Hospitals

5
Military and Police Hospitals

1
Special Project

From the 13 SM Wellness Centers

12
Centers assisted to comply with DOH standards and PhilHealth accreditation requirements

9
Community Health Centers received PhilHealth TB DOTS accreditation

7
Felicidad T. Sy Wellness Center for the Elderly

7
Felicidad T. Sy Wellness Center for Children

9
Out-Patient departments

4
Pharmacies

8
Laboratories

7
Breastfeeding Rooms

6
Intensive Care units

5
Emergency Rooms

5
Military Wards

3
Treatment Rooms

3
Operating Rooms
Medical Diagnostics Missions
We aim to renovate and refurbish health facilities that will have better chances of becoming self sustainable and become PhilHealth accredited facilities with basic equipment.

Our Wellness Centers also provide therapeutic environment within the health facility where patients with minor illnesses and complaints can be addressed in the health center level.

87 Medical Missions Conducted in 2019

79,738 Total Patients served in 2019

Diseases Treated

2,021 Total no. of patients referred to Kapwa Ko, Mahal Ko

6,682 Total no. of patients served under Medical Diagnostics Program for SM employees and relatives
The Gift of Vitality in Life

160th Wellness Center

The Butuan Medical Center traces its roots to the City General Hospital that started operations in 1968 as a 25-bed capacity health facility. The renovation of the Butuan Medical Center was launched as part of SM Foundation’s efforts to promote health and wellness. It is aligned with the government’s Universal Health Care program, guaranteeing equitable access to quality and affordable healthcare services to all, as well as the United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.

Through the 160th Wellness Center, the Butuan Medical Center can practice the patient focused-centered care, allowing them to be more responsive and receptive to the preferences, needs and values of the patient.

Reception Area

The new reception area helps in easing the tiredness that people may feel from waiting.

Color and Number Coded Signages and Directory

By having a color and number coded system, both patients and visitors can easily find their way around.

Felicidad Sy Wellness Center for Children

Playing with toys is essential to a child’s growth and development. Even if they are away from home, there is a space for children to let their imagination run free and play to their heart’s content.

New Hospital Beds and Sheets

For more comfort during the patients’ stay in the wellness center, new hospital beds and sheets are provided to make the patients feel at home.
Nurse’s Station
Nurses are all smiles as they wait in their station—always ready to help and assist the patients of Butuan Medical Center.

Comfort Station for Children
To help children be stronger against diseases, comfort stations are available for them to keep their hands and bodies clean.

Comfort Station for the Elderly
A clean washroom is available for the elderly, specifically designed to help them move around easily.

Felicidad Sy Wellness Center for the Elderly
There is a place for the elderly to stay—a place for them to feel comfortable and to rest.

Connie Angeles with a child patient in the Butuan Medical Center pediatric ward
The Harvest from Mother Earth

We want to help attain food security through the Kabalikat sa Kabuhayan (KSK) for Sustainable Agriculture. Through the program, we help families in our communities develop sustainable farming techniques.
“In attaining food security, teaching farmers sustainable and modern techniques is only the first step. We must work together to help build a sustainable ecosystem and help them present their products to the market.

— TERESITA T. SY
The Bounty from Mother Earth

“Many don’t know the joy and fulfillment that farming brings. We want to bring back our love for farming—a profession that is much needed especially at a time when hunger persists.”

- Cristie Angeles

30 KSK Farmers’ Training conducted in 2019
20 rural farmers’ training
10 urban farmers’ training

3,606 farmers trained in 428 barangays
2,590 rural farmers trained
1,016 urban farmers trained

3,606 farmers trained in 111 municipalities and cities
ADRIAN B. ARCEO
Adrian Arceo, who underwent KSK Farmers’ Training for the second time, became inspired to teach others about agriculture. “Ma’am ginagawa ko po ito di lang para sa akin, pero para na rin po pasalamatan ang SM sa ginawa niya sa buhay ko—kaya magtuturo ako.”
(Ma’am, I’m doing this not only for myself but to show my gratitude to SM for what they’ve done for my life—this is why I want to teach.)

ANGELA GEORGE GUIA KAMAHORA
When Angela first started farming, she knew very little about it and wanted to learn more. Through the program, she was able to immerse herself with farming. Aside from the program itself, Angela was also grateful for the new relationships she has made with the help of SM Foundation. “Yung KSK po, di lang yung sa farming, pati na rin yung interpersonal relationships na nabubuo sa aking mga nakagroupo.”
(In KSK, I am grateful not only because I’ve learned about farming, but also because of the interpersonal relationships we’ve made within the groups.)
Our country is one of the most vulnerable to disasters. We want to help spread hope to our affected communities by serving as one of the first responders during calamities, giving immediate assistance in form of medicine and other basic needs.
"We believe it is our responsibility to provide access to basic goods and services and become the first responders to the communities we operate in during their most trying time."

- HEBERT T. SY
Amidst calamities, the Filipino spirit continues to rise above adversities. Not a stranger to both natural and man-made disasters, Filipino communities have learned to hold on to each other to gather strength, hope and faith.

Operation Tulong Express

18
Total no. of Operation Tulong Express conducted in 2019

37,564
Kalinga Packs distributed in 2019

10%
Visayas

10%
NCR

38%
Mindanao

42%
Luzon

90
Total no. of Operation Tulong Express conducted since 2014

260,233
Total no. of Kalinga packs distributed since 2014

7%
Visayas

8%
NCR

33%
Mindanao

52%
Luzon
At the heart of SM are the virtues of embracing diversity and promoting inclusivity. We want everyone to express their uniqueness and feel comfortable in SM malls. SM Cares helps SM become a place where everyone can feel at home, enjoy and feel special.
While we have been taught to be effective in business, my parents have told us to bear in mind the value of social responsibility. As my father used to say, ‘If you decide to do good, just do it.”

- HANS T. SY
Happy Walk For Down Syndrome 2019

The Happy Walk for Down Syndrome aims to promote awareness, acceptance and inclusion of all persons with Down Syndrome. It is organized by SM Cares and the Down Syndrome Association of the Philippines.

More than 9,100 attendees at the SMX Convention Center, SM City Cebu and SM City Davao

Global Youth Summit 2019

TOPICS DISCUSSED:
• Inclusive education
• Youth-responsive health services
• Creating youth-enabling employment and self-employment
• Ecosystems in sustainable tourism
• Civic awareness and participation
• Creating safe spaces and reducing violence against children

The Global Youth Summit is the largest gathering of students, geared towards inspiring and engaging our country’s future leaders. The annual summit, hosted by SM Cares and Global Peace Foundation, aims to encourage young minds to share their ideas and use diverse skill sets to address today’s social issues.

More than 14,000 Student leaders who participated in two venues: SM MOA Arena and SM City Cebu

Community Service Program for Senior Citizens

In partnership with the Office of the Senior Citizens Affairs (OSCA), SM Supermalls’ Community Service Program for Senior Citizens helps promote the social inclusion of the elderly Filipinos. Some of the jobs in the program include being ushers at the Food Court, toilet attendants and package counter attendants.

200 senior citizens who participated in the program in 2019

2,000 senior citizens who participated in the program since 2015
SM by the BAY and SM Cares, in partnership with the Pasay City Government, DENR-NCR, International Coastal Clean-Up, Pasay City CENRO, Philippine Coast Guard, conducted the International Coastal Clean Up 2019 which aims to raise awareness and promote action in keeping our coastlines clean for future generations.

Total weight of garbage collected to date:

- more than 700,000 kilograms
- 2019: 31,564 kilograms (non-biodegradable and solid waste)

The International Coastal Clean Up (ICC) is SM by the BAY’s biggest event that supports SM’s advocacy in caring for the environment and reducing our bay’s trash. SM by the BAY and SM Mall of Asia conduct quarterly clean-ups and has supported this international initiative since 2015.
THE SHARE
MOVEMENT
SHARE A TOY: The Gift of Imagination

To a child, toys are the characters in the world where everything is possible. Playing with toys is critical to a child’s development.

THE SM STORE understands the power of “play” in a child’s development.

Toys can:
- Increase a child's learning retention
- Stimulate creativity and imagination
- Enhance senses
- Spur emotional and social development
- Help develop hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills
Shoes are very fascinating!

They say you can tell a lot about a person by the shoes they wear. At the heart of THE SM STORE is the love for shoes. Beyond fashion, our heart reaches out to know what it is like to be in someone else’s shoes.

THE SM STORE’S Share Shoes campaign encourages shoppers to donate pre-loved or brand-new shoes to children of selected Caritas and SM Foundation schools. Through this campaign, THE SM STORE hopes to be a part of people’s journey in life through the gift of shoes. It is also THE SM STORE’S way to show them that while they may be far away, SM does not forget about them.
More than 40,000 pairs of shoes collected
Volunteers from THE SM STORE, Savemore and SM Foundation worked together with the residents from the community to build a tent where they could hold the morning program for the children and also decorate the classrooms to mount the joyous occasion of gift giving to children.

Share the Joy of Health
The SM Share Movement through the SM Foundation conducted medical mission thrice a week in different parts of the country. The medical mission provided various medical diagnostics such as full cycle of medicine and antibiotics, X Ray, ECG, dental consultation and extraction.
DONATE A BOOK: The Gift of Wonder!

When a child reads a book, it opens to a world of wonder! THE SM STORE fosters the value and love for reading among the youth.

Benefits of reading:
- Stimulates imagination and play
- Expands a child’s vocabulary
- Improves a child’s memory
- Assists in the development of literacy skills and language development

250,000 Books donated
In Pursuit of Excellence
Henry Sy Foundation

The Henry Sy Foundation empowers the youth and fosters the culture of achievement and excellence by giving grants to educational institutions to drive Philippine social development. The Foundation’s projects are undertaken in partnership with the SM group and its foundations to support educational institutions in promoting academic excellence among the youth.

In 2019, the Henry Sy Foundation donated Php300 million to the UP Medical Alumni Foundation Inc. (UPMAFI) for the construction of an 11-storey Medical Sciences Building. The grant, along with other donations from the UP alumni, will support UP Manila’s thrust in promoting collaborative research in the country’s health challenges and in providing a venue for medical students to obtain dual and higher research-based degrees.

“My father instilled in us to dream big and that hard work is a key element to the realization of one’s dream. Since then, we have pursued efforts to help others take the road to a better life through the foundation. There is nothing more fulfilling than knowing that we can make a difference in thousands of people’s lives.”

- HENRY SY, JR.

- Henry Sy, Sr. Primary School Building, Xavier School, Nuvali Laguna
- Henry Sy, Sr. Innovation Center, Miriam College, Quezon City
- NU Sports Academy in Calamba, Laguna
- NU Nazareth School, Manila
- UP Professional Schools, BGC, Taguig
- Henry Sy, Sr. Hall, Immaculate Conception Academy, San Juan City
- Henry Sy, Sr. Hall, Assumption College, Makati City
- Henry Sy, Sr. Hall, De La Salle University, Manila

UPMAFI Chairman and President Dr. Rody Sy (center) formally received the support from Henry Sy Foundation represented by Henry Sy Jr. (3rd from left), Jasmine Sy (6th from left), Hans Sy (3rd from right), and Jose Sio (extreme right)

(Artist Rendition of the New UP Manila Medical Sciences Building)

(Left to Right) UPMAFI Chairman and President Dr. Rody Sy, Henry Sy Foundation Trustees Henry Sy Jr. and Hans Sy led the signing of MOA between Henry Sy Foundation and UPMAFI last August 19.
A Beacon of Light
Felicidad T. Sy Foundation

Inspired by the quiet devotion to the Catholic faith of our founder and matriarch, Nanang Felicidad T. Sy, our programs support the restoration and building of Catholic churches, provide spiritual programs to SM employees and care for church leaders and ministers through various special projects.

- Chapel of the Eucharistic Lord, SM Megamall
- Chapel of San Pedro Calungsod, SM Aura
- Shrine of Jesus, the Way, the Truth and the Life, MOA Complex
- San Pedro Calungsod, Cebu
- Mary the Queen Chapel, Iloilo
- Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal, Gen. Uno, Cavite City
- Our Lady of the Most Holy Rosary, SM North Edsa
- Holy Family of Nazareth School, National University
- Cross Tower, Cebu

In 2019, there were 20 couples who participated in the mass wedding activity sponsored by FTSFI. To date, about 115 couples have participated in the mass wedding activities of FTSFI.

"Faith is like a solid rock where a community can be built on."

- FELICIDAD T. SY
Our Board of Directors

Jose T. Sio
Chairman / President

Jose T. Sio serves as the Chairman of the Board of SM Investments Corporation. Now on his 29th year with the SM group, he has been instrumental in growing the business through sound fiscal management and strategic investments. Like Henry Sy, Sr., his advocacy lies in education.

Felicidad T. Sy
Trustee

Felicidad T. Sy is commonly known as “Nanang” to the SM family and among the SM scholars. Her advocacy is on holistic well-being which stems from her motherly heart. While her focus in SM Foundation is the physical health and wellness of the communities, her personal foundation, the Felicidad T. Sy Foundation focuses on spiritual well-being.

Teresita T. Sy
Vice Chairman / Trustee

Teresita T. Sy is the eldest child of Henry and Felicidad Sy, who serves as Vice Chairperson of SM Investments Corporation and Chairperson of BDO Unibank, Inc. Under her leadership, SM has grown to be the biggest conglomerate in the country. Her advocacy is for SM to create shared value for the communities it serves.

Deborah Pe Sy
Executive Director / Trustee

Deborah P. Sy serves as the Executive Director of SM Foundation. Together with her husband, Harley T. Sy, she personally supports college and technical-vocational scholars. Under her leadership, SM Foundation has professionalized its management and financial systems and has expanded its reach in education, health and wellness, farmers’ training and disaster response.

Lydia B. Echauz
Independent Trustee

Dr. Lydia B. Echauz has over 45 years of affiliations in the field of education in the Philippines and Southeast Asia. Among her various appointments as Director and Trustee, she serves as Trustee for Henry Sy Foundation, Felicidad T. Sy Foundation and SM Foundation.
Dr. Paulino Y. Tan is known for his pioneering work in Information Technology education in the Philippines. Among his many engagements as Board Member of various organizations, he serves as Non-Executive Trustee of Asia Pacific College and SM Foundation.

Ramon Gil “Chito” S. Macapagal concurrently serves as the head of Corporate Affairs and Sustainability at SM Investments Corporation. He brings with him almost 40 years of experience from Unilever in various roles. He also currently serves as direct adviser to the Program Heads of SM Foundation.

Arlene C. Keh serves as the Adviser to the Board of Directors of SM Foundation, Inc. She occupies the position of Managing Director at Ceres Homes, Inc., President of Cge South Hills Ventures, Inc., President of Cg & E Holdings Corp., and President for Cypress Grove Estates Corp. She also holds various appointments as Treasurer and also on the Board of six other companies.

Atty. Arthur A. Sy concurrently serves as the Senior Vice President for Legal at SM Investments Corporation. He brings with him 25 years of professional legal experience, helping SM Foundation anchor its policies and procedures on good corporate governance.
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Atty. Arthur A. Sy concurrently serves as the Senior Vice President for Legal at SM Investments Corporation. He brings with him 25 years of professional legal experience, helping SM Foundation anchor its policies and procedures on good corporate governance.

Dr. Paulino Y. Tan is known for his pioneering work in Information Technology education in the Philippines. Among his many engagements as Board Member of various organizations, he serves as Non-Executive Trustee of Asia Pacific College and SM Foundation.

Ramon Gil “Chito” S. Macapagal concurrently serves as the head of Corporate Affairs and Sustainability at SM Investments Corporation. He brings with him almost 40 years of experience from Unilever in various roles. He also currently serves as direct adviser to the Program Heads of SM Foundation.

Arlene C. Keh serves as the Adviser to the Board of Directors of SM Foundation, Inc. She occupies the position of Managing Director at Ceres Homes, Inc., President of Cge South Hills Ventures, Inc., President of Cg & E Holdings Corp., and President for Cypress Grove Estates Corp. She also holds various appointments as Treasurer and also on the Board of six other companies.
Our SM Foundation Family

MANAGEMENT TEAM

EDUCATION TEAM
SM Foundation Awards

GAWAD EMILIO AGUINALDO AWARD
The Department of Health–Philippine Blood Center conferred SM Foundation, Inc. the Gawad Emilio Aguinaldo Award for its efforts in raising 1,000 blood donations from October 2018 to September 2019.

Dalthen Samson (2nd from left), Health and Medical Programs Project Officer of SM Foundation, receives the Gawad Emilio Aguinaldo award from the Department of Health’s Philippine Blood Center.

55th ANVIL AWARDS
SM Foundation (SMFI) received Silver Anvil Awards for ‘SM Foundation: Spreading #SocialGood’ and SMFI’s 2018 Annual Report ‘Breaking Boundaries for a Better Tomorrow’ conferred by the Public Relations Society of the Philippines. In photo are SMFI Assistant Vice President for Administration Florencia Gorospe (3rd from the left), SMFI School Building Program Head Juris Umali-Soliman (5th from the left), SM Investments Assistant Vice President for Corporate Affairs Victor Persius Chan (4th from the right), SMFI Assistant Vice President for Education Programs Eleanor Lansang (3rd from right) and SMFI employees during the 55th Anvil Awards Gabi ng Parangal.

DSWD PANATA AWARD
SM Foundation received the ‘Pagkilala sa Natatanging Kontribusyon sa Bayan or PaNaTa Ko sa Bayan’ Awards 2019 for its contributions in providing better opportunities for disadvantaged sectors of the society and for its efforts to promote inclusive growth. SM Foundation’s AVP for Livelihood and Outreach Programs Cristie Angeles (2nd from right) receives the Panata Award from DSWD Officials.
SM Foundation Memberships and Associations
Association of Foundations
DSWD Area-Based Standards Network
League of Corporate Foundations
Philippine Council for NGO Certification

External Auditor | SyCip Gorres Velayo & Co.
Audited Financial Statements | Please refer to the SM Foundation website: www.sm-foundation.org

For more information, visit www.sm-foundation.org
For inquiries, please contact smfiadmin@sm-foundation.org

Follow us Follow us on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook | @smfoundationinc